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Really, Richard Tillema’s ’59 Cadillac Convertible can be Seen on His Farm
By BRIAN BRENNAN [ Photography by RANDY LORENTZEN

aving spent a lifetime working on a farm gives you a perspective on
wide-open spaces, lots of fresh air, and large machinery. So, it shouldn’t
come as any surprise that Richard Tillema opted for a ’59 Cadillac
Series 62 ’vert to be his leisure ride. Richard had wanted a ’59 for some
time and one day there it was on the Internet. Not long afterward the Caddy
was dropped off at his doorstep—or should we say “at his barn”? A short 10
months later the once pride of Detroit design from the legendary era of fins we
have what you see before you.
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Scott Laitinen of Scott’s Insane Chops (SIC) in Lake Havasu, Arizona (SIC
is well known for building award-winning custom bikes), received the
nod to build Richard a very long and low Series 62 Caddy convertible that
features, among other things, a mild 2-inch chop and a monstrously powerful
Cadillac CTS-V LSA supercharged engine that produces 556 hp and 551 lb-ft
of torque coupled to a 6L90 trans. (This is the same engine that powered a
modern Cadillac CTS-V from 0-to-60 in 3.9 seconds and a Cadillac record of
7:59:32 around the Nürburgring, making the CTS-V the fastest production
sedan, manual trans equipped, in the world, and capable of 191 mph top
speed.) While we don’t expect this ’59 Caddy drop-top to hustle around the
Nürburgring in anything resembling this world record–setting speed we do
figure moving down Interstate 10 between Arizona and California shouldn’t
be any effort whatsoever.
Chevrolet Performance offers this engine as part of its crate engine program.
The LSA displaces 6.2L displacement (approximately 378 ci) but is built
with powdered metal rods, forged crankshaft, and 9.1 compression ratio
from hypereutectic aluminum pistons. The supercharger has a single brick
intercooler in the intake with a very low profile to optimize clearance. All
of this comes from pump gasoline making it very streetable. To the factory
performance package a pair of Street & Performance headers with 1-7/8-inch
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primary tubes are used that usher the spent gases back
and through the Jet-Hot ceramic-coated 3-inch stainless
steel tubing and eventually resonating out of a pair of
Mega-Flow Performance mufflers. Keeping the potent V-8
cool falls to the aluminum radiator.
All of this power needs to be corralled in a rigid
frame and sophisticated chassis. A phone call to the
Roadster Shop produced a one-off 4x4 steel tube chassis
that eventually leads to a car that is 19 feet in overall
length—now that’s a land yacht! The chassis is anchored
in back with a Strange 9-inch rearend fitted with limited-

slip 3.73 gears, a four-link, Panhard bar, Accuair air
suspension with Firestone airbags, QA1 fully adjustable
shocks, and Wilwood four-piston calipers and 14-inch
rotors. The front IFS is based on Corvette (C6) spindles
with Roadster Shop upper and lower control arms,
Accuair air suspension with Firestone ’bags, and QA1
adjustable shocks. The Wilwood six-piston calipers and,
again, 14-inch rotors are pressed into service through
the Wilwood master cylinder and Caddy pedal assembly.
The steering is handled through a power Flaming River
rack-and-pinion run through one of their steering
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columns topped with a Colorado Custom leather-wrapped
wheel. More corner eye candy can be seen in the one-off
Colorado Custom wheels modeled after the ’59 Caddy
Sabre bladed rims that measure 20x10 and 20x13 and
then wrapped in Michelin Pilot run-flat technology,
285/30R20 and 335/25R20.
SIC handled the build and during the process they
took the Series 62 drop-top and cut 2 inches from the
soft top while shaving door handles and locks. The
front and rear trim, bumpers, and factory lighting
were retained. SIC also handled the bodywork and
following paintwork in Axalta (formerly DuPont) GM
white, while the brightwork was handled by Tim Blair
of California Polishing.

On a hot rod this big and one that is a drop-top you
can bet the interior is going to standout—and standout
it does. Redone in an eye-popping red the factory
dash is outfitted with a Racepak display dash. Ron
Mangus Custom Hot Rod Interiors stitched over the
stock full-power Caddy buckets in red leather and then
followed with matching red German square-weave
carpeting. Mangus also made the custom door and kick
panels as well as the custom center waterfall console
that houses the stereo speakers, power window, and air
suspension controls.
If you’re going to work on a farm all day you might as
well have a spacious open air hot rod just like Richard has
with his ’59 Cadillac convertible.

